Multi-Hazard App
Since 2013, the GDPC Universal App Program has worked with
more than 15 Red Cross/Red Crescent national socities to develop localized multi-hazard apps that increase awareness about

To ensure that app content is useful to the end users, Red
Cross/Red Crescent socities customize each country app to
include locally-relevant distasters, as well as identify the most
appropriate local disaster data sources to include. The apps then
ment disaster warnings with Red Cross messages informing users
tion.
• Potential to reach large numbers
of users with high quality,
easy-to-use, multi-lingual apps
available on iOS and Android
platforms
• National societies have complete
ownership of app content and can
use app donation links to mobilize
donations.
• No cost to national societies for
app development, release and
support.
•
societies to send targeted,
customized messages to app
users in real time.
• GDPC provides support throughout the app development and
release process

In 2015, the GDPC partnered with the New
Zealand Red Cross to test a chained crowdsourcing feature that sent simple questions
about diaster impatcs- such as “Did you feel
an earthquake?” or “Have you lost power” - to
app users in targeted geographical areas. If a
user responds yes to a question, the message
is passed on to the next person in that
geographical area. If the user responds no, the
message stops. The app uses this data to
create a map using push pins or colours to
show the development of a disaster in real
time, allowing the Red Cross to better understand the situation and respond accordingly.

• Simple steps and checklists to help prepare for
and respond to everyday emergencies
with Red Cross “What Now” guidance messages
ing users to notify friends and family of their
location in the event of a disaster
• Ability for users to personalize the app by

As part of the global Red Cross and Red Crescent network, the Global Disaster Preparedness Center (GDPC) is a resource center
that promotes innovation in disaster preparedness and supports learning and knowledge sharing amongst disaster preparedness
practitioners worldwide. One key aspect of the GDPC’s work is promoting innovative approaches to disaster preparedness, such as
creatively using technology. Through the Multi-Hazard App, the GDPC and the Global First Aid Reference Center have created a
life-saving preparedness information directly into people’s hands.
www.preparecenter.org
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